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1. PREL IMINARIES  
In the last few years, several generalizations of convexity have been introduced through papers 
about vector optimization. If we consider a real linear space X, a subset A of X, and a nontrivial 
ordering convex cone K in X ({0} ~ K ~ X), we are interested in the K-convexity of A and 
similar extensions of convexity. 
As usual, we denote by cone(A), conv(A), aft(A), and span(A) the generated cone, convex hull, 
affine hull, and linear hull of A, respectively. The algebraic interior and the relative algebraic 
interior are defined as 
cor (A)={xEA:Vx 'EX ,  3M>0,  VAE[0, M], x+Ax'EA},  
icr(A) = {x E A: Vx' E span(A- A), 3A' > 0, VA E [0, A'], x + Az' E A}. 
It is remarkable to observe that if 0 E A, then span(A - A) = aft(A). A coneK is pointed if 
K N ( -K )  = {0}. It is well known that for a convex cone K whose relative algebraic interior is 
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nonempty, ic r (K)  U {0} is a convex cone, icr(K) + K = icr(K), and icr(icr(K)) = icr(icr(K) U 
{0}) = ic r (K ) .  The algebraic dual o fX isX ' ,  andK '  = {1 E X '  : l (k)  _~ 0, Vk E K} is the 
positive dual cone of K. 
Yu called K-convex to a set A such that A + K is convex (see [1]). On the other hand, other 
authors such as Fan, Jeyakumar and Yang (see [2-4]) consider several generalizations of convexity 
such as convexlikeness, ubconvexlikeness, and generalized subconvexlikeness. Since our paper is 
given in partially ordered real linear spaces, without topology, we consider the algebraic interior 
and relative algebraic interior instead of similar topological concepts uch as topological interior 
or relative topological interior. 
DEFINITION 1. Let K be a nontrivial convex cone in X and A c X 
(i) A is called K-convex (CK) if A + K is convex; 
(ii) A is called generalized K-convex (GCK) if cone (A) + K is convex; 
(iii) i f icr(K) ~ 0, A is called K-subconvex (SCK) i rA + icr(K) is convex; 
(iv) i f icr (K)  ~ 0, A is called generalized K-subconvex (GSC K ) //: cone (A) + icr(K) is convex. 
In [5], the relations between these concepts are studied, obtaining that 
CK => GCK =:> GSCK, CK =:> SCK => GSCK. 
2. SEPARATION THEOREMS 
In this section, we show a separation theorem in real linear spaces without the very restrictive 
condition about the ordering cone to be solid (cot(K) ~ 0). As usual we need some separation 
notions. Next, we show a well-known separation theorem and we prove two lemmas about the 
relative algebraic interior. From then, we obtain two proper separation theorems. 
DEFINITION 2. Let S ,T  be subsets of a real linear space X.  We say that S and T are separated 
by I 6 X ' \{0} if there exist a real number a with l(s) ~ a ~ l(t), V s 6 S, Vt 6 T. Furthermore, 
f f icr(S) ~ 0, it is said that S is properly separated o fT  by I E X ' \{0} ff S and T are separated 
by I and l(s) < a, Vs E icr(S). 
THEOREM 1. (See [6].) Let S be a convex subset of a real linear space X with icr(S) ~ 0 and 
let yo E X,  then Yo • icr(S) if and only if S is properly separated of {Y0} by a linear functional 
LEMMA 1. For any convex cones S, T of a real linear space X,  whose relative algebraic interiors 
are nonempty it follows that 
icr(S + T) = icr(S) + icr(T) -- icr((icr(S) U {0}) + T). 
PROOF. First, we observe that aff(S + T) = aft(S) + aft(T). The inclusion C is evident, and on 
the other hand, aft(T) + aft(S) C aft(T + S), since T C S + T and S C S + T. 
To prove the first equality, we consider s E icr(S), t E icr(T), and v = vl + v2 E aft(S + T), 
with vl E aft(S), v2 E aft(T). Then there exist A t > 0, A~ > 0, such that VA1 E [0, A~], VA2 E 
[0, A~], we have s + AlVl E S,t  + A2v2 E T. Thus, if we consider A~ = min{A~,A~}, it must be 
s + t + A3(v~ + v2) E S + T, VA3 E [0, A~]. This implies that s + t E icr(S +. T). 
Conversely, if we consider s + t E icr(S + T) with s E S, t E T, and s' E icr(S). Then since 
(s + t)/2 E icr(S + T ) , - s '  E aff(S + T), there exists k' > 0 such that Vk E [0, k'], we have 
(s + t)/2 ÷ k( -s ' )  E S ÷ T, and so, (s ÷ t)/2 E S ÷ T ÷ icr(S) C icr(S) + T. 
We can similarly prove (s + t)/2 E S + icr(T), and so, we finally obtain (s + t) E icr(S) + T + 
S + icr(T) = icr(S) + icr(T). 
The second equality is a consequence of the aforementioned, because icr(S) U {0} is a convex 
cone and icr(icr(S) U {0}) = icr(S). I 
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LEMMA 2. Let X be a real linear space, S be a convex cone with icr(S) ¢ 0, and l E X' .  Then 
icr(S)' = S'. Furthermore, if cor(S) 7 ~ 0 and I e S'\{0}, then l(s) > 0, Vs E cor(S). 
PROOF. Let l E icr(S)' and suppose that there exists s E S such that l(s) = a < O. 
First, if for all s' E icr(S), l(s') = 0, we obtain a contradiction since s + s' • icr(S) and 
l(s + s' )  = l ( s )  = a < O. 
In addition, we can choose s' • icr(S) such that l(s t) =/3 > 0. Let A > 0 be a real number such 
that A/3 < 1. Then it must be ( -1 /a )s  • S and As' E icr(S). Thus, we have ( -1 /a )s  + As' • 
S + icr(S) and then ( -1 /a )s  + As' • icr(S). But since l ( ( -1 /a )s  + As') = ( -1 /a ) l ( s )  + A/(s') = 
~3A - 1 < 0, we obtain a contradiction. Therefore, l(s) >_ O, Vs • S or equivalently l • S'. The 
sufficiency is obvious. 
Furthermore, if l(s) = 0 for some s • cor(S), then V v • X, there exist a t > 0, a~ > 0 such that 
Val  • [0, a~],Va2 • [0, a~], we have s+a lv  • S and s+a2( -v )  • S. So, i fa  = min{a~,a~}, we 
have s + av • S and s + a( -v )  • S. Now, by assumption, l(s + av) = al(v) >_ O, l(s + a ( -v )  ) = 
a/ ( -v )  _> 0, and thus, l(v) >_ O, l ( -v)  >_ O. As a consequence, we obtain l(v) = O, V v • X ,  which 
is a contradiction, l 
THEOREM 2. Let S and T be convex cones of a real linear space X whose relative algebraic 
interiors are nonempty. I f  T n icr(S) = 0, then there exists l • X '  \ {0} such that S and T are 
separated by l, and either S is properly separated of T by l or T is properly separated of S by l. 
Furthermore, if S is properly separated ofT  by I • X '  \ {0}, then T ~ icr(S) = 0. 
PROOF. By assumption, 0 ¢ icr(S) - icr(T), and thus, 0 ¢ icr(S - T). Therefore, we can apply 
Theorem 1 and so there exists a linear functional  E X '  \ {0} which separates properly S - T 
and {0}. This implies that Vs•  S, V tET ,  we have l ( s - t )  <_0. Then l(s) <_O<_l(t),Vt • T, Vs • S 
because 0 • S A T. 
Furthermore, l (S u T) # {0}. Otherwise, l(s) = l(t) = O, Vt • T, Vs • S and then for any 
t • icr(T), s • icr(S) it will be l(s - t) = O, but this is contradictory since s - t • icr(S - T). 
If we suppose that l(S) ¢ {0}, then since l • aft(S)' \ {0} and icr(S) = cor(S) restricted to 
aft(S), we can apply Lemma 2 and we have l(s) < 0,Vs • icr(S). So S is properly separated of 
T by l. If we suppose l(S) = {0}, then l(T) ¢ {0}, and similarly T is properly separated of S 
by l. 
Last, in order to see the converse, it is sufficient to observe that if 1 • X '  \ {0} is a linear 
functional which properly separates S of T, and there exists Y0 • icr(S) Cl T, then l(yo) < a, and 
on the other hand l(yo) >_ a, obtaining a contradictory result. I 
THEOREM 3. Let S and T be convex cones o/'a real linear space X whose relative algebraic inte- 
riors are nonempty. I fTA ic r (S )  = ~), then there exists a linear functional I • X '  \ {0} with l(s) <_ 
0 <_ l(t), Vs • S, Vt  • T. Furthermore, either l(s) < 0,Vs • icr(S) or l(t) > 0, Yt • icr(T). 
The converse is true if  there exists a linear functional • X '  \ {0} with l(s) <_ 0 <_ l(t), V s • S, 
t • T and l(s) < 0, Vs • icr(S). 
PROOf. If we consider the convex cones icr(S) U {0} and T we can apply the Theorem 2, and 
thus, we obtain that there exists a linear functional 1 • X'  \ {0} and a real number a with 
l(s) <_ a < l ( t ) ,Vs • icr(S) U {0},Vt • T, and l(s) < a, Vs • icr(S). Obviously, 0 _< a. 
Moreover, we can choose a = 0. If there exists s • icr(S) with 0 < l(s) < a, then for 
s' = 2as/ l (s)  • icr(S), we have l(s') = 2a > a which is a contradiction. Thus, Vs • icr(S) will 
be l(s) <_ O. Therefore, according to Lemma 2, l(s) _< 0,Vs • S, and so we can consider a = 0. I 
3. CHARACTERIZAT ION OF 
EFF IC IENCY BY  SCALARIZAT ION 
Analogous convexity concepts to the aforementioned in the context of topological linear spaces 
provide characterizations of efficiency and weak efficiency in vector optimization (see [4,5,7-10]). 
In this section, we show some scalarization theorems in partially ordered real linear spaces. The 
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condition about the ordering convex cone K is weaker than the usual ones because K need not 
be solid. 
Let X be a real linear space and K a nontrivial convex cone in X. As usual a point a0 E A is 
called effcient with respect o K if A N (ao - K) = {ao}. 
Likewise, if icr(K) ~ O a point ao E A is called weakly efficient with respect o K if A N (a0 - 
icr(K)) = 0. 
Our first scalarization result is an extension of Theorem 5.4 of Jahn in [7], where we establish 
an analogous result for generalized K-convexity. Finally, we will prove analogous results for 
generalized K-subconvexity, allowing us to obtain necessary conditions and sufficient conditions 
of weak efficiency. These theorems can be considered extensions of [4, Theorem 3] and [10, 
Theorem 3.2]. 
THEOREM 4. Let X be a real linear space, K C X a pointed convex cone with icr(K) # O, 
A C X,  A # O, and B = A - {ao}. I fao E A is efficient, B is GCK, and icr(cone(B) + K) # 0, 
then there exists a linear functional I E K' ,  l (K  U B) ~ {0} with l(ao) <_ l (a) ,Va E A. 
PROOF. First, it can be seen that (cone(B) + K) A ( -K )  = {0}. If we suppose that there exist 
kl,k2 C K, a > 0 such that a(a - ao) + kl = -k2,  then a = ao - (kl + k2)/a, and since ao is 
efficient hen it must be that a = ao, and so kl = k2 = 0. 
Furthermore, 0 ~t icr(cone(B) + K). Otherwise, Vy' C aft(cone(B) + K), 3A' > 0 such 
that VA C [0, A'] we have Ay' • cone(B)+K.  If we consider an element Yl • -K \{0}  C 
aft(cone(B) + K), then there exists A1 > 0 such that Ayl • cone(B) + K, VA e [0, A1]. This 
implies that there exist a >_ 0, a • A, k • K such that Ayl -- a(a - ao) + k. 
In the case o fa  = 0, then Ayl = k and so Yl = k/A • K.  Likewise, i fa  # 0, then a = 
ao - (k - Ayl)(1/a) • ao - K. But since ao is efficient, it must be a = ao, and therefore, 
Yl = k/A • K. In both cases, there is a cohtradiction with the fact that K is pointed. 
Hence, we have icr(cone(B) + K) N ( -K )  = 0, and according to Theorem 3, there exists 
l • X '  \ {0} with l (a (a -  ao) + kl) _> 0 > l ( - k2) ,Va  >_ O, Va • A, Vkl ,k2 • K.  
Since l(k2) >_ O, then l • K' .  Furthermore, if kl = k2 = 0, then l (a(a - ao)) >_ O, thus, 
l(a) > l(ao). 
Finally, since l (a (a -ao)+k l )  > 0 for all elements a(a -ao)+k l  • icr(cone(B)+K),  or l(k) > O, 
Vk E K, if we suppose that l (K)  = {0}, then there exist a • A, a > 0 with l (a(a - ao)) > O, 
and so we have l (B) ~ {0}. I 
REMARK 1. The condition icr(cone(B) + K) ~ 0 is weaker than cor(K) ~ 0. In order to see this 
fact, we suppose that there exists y • cor(K), then it follows that Vy' E aft(cone(B) + K) C X, 
there exists A' > 0 such that VA • [0, A'], y+Ay'  C K.  Consequently, ab+y+Ay '  • cone(B)+K,  
V a _> 0, V b • B. Thus, ab + y • icr(cone(B) + K). 
If we consider B = {(0, 1)} C R 2 and K = R+ x {0}, we can see that the converse is not true. 
However, the condition icr(cone(B) + K) ~ 0 is not weaker than icr(K) ~ 0. An example of 
this fact is the following. Let X be the set of sequence of real number X = {(an) : an • R, n = 
1,2, . . .  } and let K = {(an) : al • R+,an = 0,Vn = 2,3, . . .  } be the ordering cone in X. If we 
consider B = {(an) : an E R+, n = 1, 2, . . .  }, then it is easy to see that icr(K) = K \ {0} and 
icr(cone(B) + K) = icr(B + K) = icr(B) = 0. 
THEOREM 5. Let X be a real linear space, K c X a convex cone with icr(K) # 0, K 
aft(K), A C X, A # 0, a0 • A, andB = A-  {a0}. I fao  is weakly efficient, B i sGSCK 
and icr(cone(B) + icr(K)) ~ 0, then there exists a linear functional • K '  \ {0}, /(icr(K) U 
B) ~ {0}, with l(ao) <_ l(a), Va • A. Conversely, if there exists a linear functionM l E 
K '  \ {0}, l(icr(K)) ~ {0} with l(ao) <_ l(a), Va • A, then ao is weakly efficient. 
PROOF. 
=~ First, we will show that (cone(B) + icr(K)) N ( -  icr(K)) = O. If we suppose that there exist 
kl,k2 E icr(K), a > 0 such that a (a -  ao) + kl = -k2, then a = ao - (kl + k2)/a, which is 
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contradictory with assumption, and since K ~ aft(K) we have icr(K) N ( -  icr(K))  = 0 and as a 
consequence icr(cone(S) + i c r (g ) )  M ( -  i c r (g ) )  = 0. 
Analogously to the previous theorem, 0 ~ icr((cone(B)+icr(K))U{0}),  and thus, icr((cone(B)+ 
ic r (g ) )  U {0}) Cl ( ( -  i c r (g )  U {0})) = 0. 
By Theorem 3, there exists l E Xr \{0} such that l (a (a -ao)+k l )  >_O>_l(-ks), Va  >0, VaE A, 
Vkl,  ks • icr(K).  
S ince/(ks)  _> 0, V k2 • icr(K),  we have l • icr (K) '  = K ' .  
Furthermore, if we assume that  there exists a • A such that  l(a - a0) < 0 and l (k) > 0,Vk • 
icr(K),  then we can choose a > 0 such that l (a(a  - co) + k) = a l (a  - co) + l(k) < 0, which is a 
contradiction. On the other hand, i f / (k)  = 0,Vk • icr(K),  then l (a (a -ao)+k)  = ~l (a -ao)  < 0, 
which is a new contradiction. Therefore, l(a) >_ l(ao). 
Finally, in an analogous way to the preceding proof, it is easy to see that / ( i c r (K )  U B) ~ 0. 
¢= Conversely, if we suppose that a0 is not weakly efficient, then there exists a • A such that 
a = a0 - k with k • icr(K),  and by assumption there exists a linear functional l • K '  \ {0} with 
l(a) >_ l (ao) ,Va  • A. 
Furthermore, there exists kl • icr(K) such that l (k l )  > 0. In the case of existing k • 
icr(K),  l (k) = O, then we have that k +A( -k l )  • K for some A > 0, and so it must be 
l ( - k l )  > O, but this is a contradiction. Therefore, we have l (k) > O, Vk  • icr(K). 
Finally, we have l(a) = l(ao) - l(k), and then l(ao) > l(a) which is a contradiction. I 
REMARK 2. The condition icr(cone(B) + icr(K)) ~ 0 is not weaker than icr(K) ~ 0 as we have 
shown in the preceeding example of Remark 1. The condition /( icr(K)) ~ {0} is necessary for 
the converse as we show in the following example. Let X = R s, K = {(x, 0) • R s : x _> 0}, a = 
[0, 1] × [0, 1] and a0 = (1, 0). Evidently, a0 is not weakly efficient and however l (x,  y) = y is a 
linear functional such that l (K )  = {0}, such that  l(ao) = 0 < l(a), V a • A. 
Next, we show a new characterization f weak efficiency with additional conditions about the 
ordering convex cone K.  The proof is established in a similar way. 
THEOREM 6. Let  X be a real l inear space, K C X a convex cone with cor(K) ~ 0, A C X, 
A ~ O, ao • A, and B = A - {ao}. I fB  is GSCK, then ao is weakly efficient i f  and only i f  there 
exists a l inear functional I • K ~ \ {0} with l(ao) <_ /(a), Va • A. 
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